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(Image credit: Android Central / Andrew Myrick) When it comes to Android tablets, it's tough to argue that the Samsung's Galaxy Tab S8 series the cream of the crop. Not only can you sit back and enjoy the beautiful displays, but Samsung DeX unlocks a true laptop-like experience powered by Android. In recent years, we've seen Samsung and
Microsoft also team up to provide a more cohesive experience for Windows users, and that trend continues with the Galaxy Tab S8. If you need some extra screen real estate, you can finally turn your tablet into a secondary monitor with the help of Second Screen. Before the Galaxy Tab S8, you could use third-party solutions such as Super Display or
Microsoft's built-in "Projection" feature. However, these aren't always reliable. With the latest crop of Galaxy tablets to be released, there's a new app that Samsung released on the Microsoft Store to make the integration with your Windows computer even more seamless.In order to get started with your Tab S8 and Windows computer, there are a

few requirements:Windows PC running v2004 or higherGalaxy Tab S8, S8+, S8 Ultra, S7, S7+ or S7 FESamsung Second Screen appProvided that you have everything you need, let's dive into how you can use your Galaxy Tab S8 with Second Screen for Windows.1. Open the Second Screen app on your Windows PC. 2. Swipe down twice on your
Galaxy Tab S8's Home Screen to reveal the Quick Settings panel.3. Swipe to the right to reveal the second page of Quick Settings toggles.4. Tap the Second Screen icon.(Image credit: Android Central)(Image credit: Android Central)5. Select either Drawing/Gaming (faster response) or Video (smoother playback) from the list of options.6. On your
Windows PC, select the name of your tablet.(Image credit: Android Central)(Image credit: Android Central)In a perfect world, that would be the end of this tutorial, and you will have a perfect secondary monitor to use with your Windows PC. However, you might come across a situation where there are black bars that line the top and bottom of your
tablets display. This can be remedied, but you will need to tinker around with the Second Screen app on Windows first.From the Second Screen app, you'll notice that there are three different options available:Cast panel - Go to the Cast panel to allow touch or S Pen input on your tablet.Project panel - Go to the Project panel to change the display
mode.Display settings - Go to Display setting to change the aspect ratio of your tablet to make it fill the full screen.(Image credit: Android Central)As you might have guessed by now, you'll want to jump into the Display Settings on your Windows PC to get rid of those black bars. Clicking that button will take you into the display settings for your
computer, and includes the Galaxy Tab S8. 1. Select your tablet's display outline at the top of the page. This can be identified by pressing the Identify button in the bottom right corner.2. With your tablet select, scroll down until you reach the Scale & layout section. 3. Click the dropdown next to Display Resolution. 4. Select 1920 x 1200. 5. When
prompted, click the Keep Changes button.(Image credit: Android Central)(Image credit: Android Central)After a moment, the screen on your Galaxy Tab S8 will change, and the black bars will be removed. In the event that this doesn't work for you, you can play around with the different available options until the right resolution is selected based on
your device. Turn your Windows setup into a productivity powerhouseWhile Apple fans have the luxury of Sidecar with the iPad and macOS computers, this is the closest that we can get on the Android and Windows side of things. Being able to turn your Galaxy Tab S8 into a secondary display for your laptop can help to supercharge your
productivity. Nothing really beats being able to have more screen space when you're trying to get work done on your various devices. And best of all, it just goes to show that there are plenty of reasons why even the best Android tablets are still pretty darn useful, even if Android app support still isn't quite there yet. Something went wrong. Wait a
moment and try again. There are many different tablets available these days which means there is a lot of choice but it can often be quite difficult to sift through the mountains of shiny new tablets to find the best 8-inch tablet for you.Tablets tend to come in many different shapes and sizes, each claiming to offer something better than the rest. The 8inch tablet is ideal for anyone who is looking to work on the go while not being weighed down by a heavy laptop or a particularly large tablet.How to Choose an 8-inch TabletOperating SystemWith iOS and Android operating systems dominating the market, Windows comes in third place trying to offer users something different.The Android OS gives
users total control and makes tablets ideal if more than one person wants to log into the device. If you already have an Android phone you’ll find it easy to download the apps you already have on your handset and add them to your tablet.[amazon box=”B01DXVKQU6,B0794RHPZD,B07VHJJCS1,B07193VPNF,B07PRD48RS,B01N3YVBG2,B0868RQYTC”
template=”table”]Developed by Apple, the iOS also has a wide range of apps that can be used on a phone or tablet. While the iOS is not as customizable as Android and does not allow multiple users to log in if you have an Apple phone you should find using the iOS a breeze.Screen ResolutionTablets these days have fantastic resolution however, you
have to be willing to pay more for more pixels. A tablet that comes with 1080p will have 1920 x 1080 pixels. However, if you’re looking to spend less and resolution is inconsequential a 1280 x 800-pixel screen may suffice.StorageAndroid tablets allow users to expand the storage. This is useful if you want to store a lot of media files, movies, and
photographs. Apple tablets do not allow for additional storage, however, they tend to come with as little as 64 GB or as much as 256GB.Sim SupportIf you need constant data connection many tablets have sim support. You should be aware that sim supported tablets cost more than those that simply connect to WiFi.7 Best 8-inch TabletsThe Samsung
Galaxy is a sleek tablet that comes with Android 6.0 and touchscreen technology. With 32GB of memory and 3 GB RAM, it should run smoothly.This tablet offers up to 74 hours music play time and an impressive Octacore application processor, giving other tablets a run for their money.2048 x 1536 resolution32 GB memory8 MP rear webcam
resolutionCheck PricesThe Fire HD 8 offers a 12-hour battery life, an 8-inch HD display, and Dolby audio. Complete with Alexa, Fire users can make video calls to those with a Fire. It connects to Echo devices for convenience and you can also watch downloaded videos via your Prime membership.Complete with a microSD slot that holds up to 256 GB
storage, unlimited cloud storage, and clear HD resolution on the 8-inch screen the Fire HD is easy to use and ideal for video-lovers.Add up to 256GB of storage using the microSD slot1280 x 800 pixelsCheck Prices The Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8 has a sleek and comfortable metal frame, offers 14 hours of video playback and comes with 32 GB of
memory. Complete with a blue light filter that takes away the harshness of the screen and with up to 512 GB of storage thanks to the microSD card slot.The 8 MP camera has an HDR mode so every shot is clear, and the tablet comes with Samsung Flow that connects to a Samsung smartphone and Galaxy Tab A so files can be shared with ease and
messages from third-party apps can be answered.Up to 153 hours of music play timeKid-friendly appsCheck PricesPossibly the best budget 8-inch tablet, the Lenovo Tab 4 comes with Dolby Atmos Audio, built-in speakers, and is multi-user compatible. With a 64-bit Quad-core Snapdragon processor, the Lenovo offers great performance for daily
tasks.Offering 1280 x 800 screen resolution and weighing 1.1 pounds the Lenovo Tab 4 looks as good as the more expensive models, it’s just a little heavier and is ideal for those who want a budget tablet.20-hour battery lifeMicroSD slot for memory expansionProcessor unsuitable when completing multiple tasksCheck PricesThe Apple iPad Mini has a
slick 7.9-inch retina display and comes with 2048 x 1536 resolution making it one of the best tablets if you love vivid pictures. With more than 1.2 billion tablet users in 2017, Apple seems to know what they’re doing.With a 64 GB capacity users can add as many photographs as they wish, and thanks to the 8 MP camera they can take hundreds of clear
photographs too.With the ability to add the same apps that you use on your Apple phone, the Apple iPad Mini is ideal for Apple lovers and those who want clearer, better pictures. If 8 inches is not big enough take a look at our list of 10-inch tablets.Fingerprint identity sensorLED backlit multi-touch displayDisplays up to 3.1 million pixelsCheck
PricesPossibly the best 8-inch tablet under $200, the Lenovo Yoga Tab 3 comes with a unique, slick design. With multi-mode positions which allow users to hang the tablet up, or leave it stood upright, the Lenovo offers something most tablets don’t.With Dolby Atmos sound and front-facing speakers, this tablet sounds good, however, users can only
increase the storage up to 128 GB meaning you can’t store as much as you might like.Ideal for those who are looking for a budget tablet that is easy to use, the Lenovo Yoga has a few unique intriguing features. Check out some 7-inch tablets if you’re looking for something smaller.Multi-mode positionsFront-facing speakersCheck PricesVANKYO
MatrixPad S8 comes with a strong process with 4 cores, and 2GB of RAM memory, allowing fast performance in almost every situation. With it, you will be able to launch any application without any issues.This tablet features GMS certification, meaning that it is equipped with the latest Android 9.0 Pie operating system, which has all the important
apps from Google already installed.With the HD display with 1280*800 display, you will be able to comfortably enjoy the content, whether it is watching videos, listening to music, or any other stuff.Even though this tablet is not large, it has pretty decent storage, starting with the 32GB. But you can expand it up to 128GB with MicroSD, which is not
included in the package, by the way.S8 weighs only 0.7 pounds, and it is so small that it can fit anywhere, so you won’t need to buy any special bags.The battery is also quite good, with the 4000mAh, allowing you to use the tablet for a bit more than 10 hours straight.Features the latest Android OS versionStorage is pretty goodWeighs only 0.7
poundsVery portableCheck PricesSummary There are many great 8-inch tablets out there, but we believe the above models are the very best. If you’re looking for the best of the best the Apple iPad Mini may be exactly what you need, however, if you’re after a cheaper model the LG G Pad F 8.0 or the Nuvision 8-inch tablet could be ideal.Think about
what you’re looking for in a tablet, do you need a great camera and a lot of storage, or does your tablet need to help you complete a few daily tasks? Knowing what you need the tablet for can help you find the right one for you.
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